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	Education: Inspiring children through British farming







Education: We are bringing farming into classrooms 
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Where does our food come from? Good question. We want to make sure children across the country know the answer. 








There is a growing disconnect between farming and the food we buy and eat. It’s important that we all understand how British farmers and growers produce safe, tasty and nutritious food, and how this goes hand in hand with caring for the land and the environment.

NFU Education is team of former teachers who create educational resources to help children learn about British food and farming. Designed to help teachers, these projects are curriculum-linked and cover subjects including maths, science, geography, technology and computing. Lesson plans and supporting resources are all available free of charge, saving schools money and planning time.

Farmers from across the country volunteer their time and expertise to help deliver this programme of inspiring lessons, talks and projects in schools, enabling children aged 4-16 to learn all about the skills that real farmers use on their farms. We are proud to bring farming into the classroom through our award-winning education programmes:

	Farming STEMterprise
	Science Farm LIVE!
	Harvest LIVE!
	Engineering Educates: Farmvention Challenge
	Farmers for Schools


If you are a teacher or know a school that might be interested in our work, you can find out more on our dedicated NFU Education website.













NFU Education: Watch again
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Science Farm Live 2024: watch again
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Science Farm Live 2023: watch again
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Harvest Live 2022























Free resources for children
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Activities for children aged 4-7
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Activities for children aged 8-11
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Countryside Safari























More activities to do at home

Enjoy our range of exciting projects and experiments for children to complete at home. Designed by our expert education team they are ideal for keeping curious children learning during the school holidays.
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Amazing arable muffins
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Become a plant expert
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Design a British snack
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Design your own food packaging
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Learn all about wildlife
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Wool the wonder fabric
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Where is the best place for a solar panel?
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Life cycles
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Become a food scientist
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Design and make a seed propagator
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Let's get growing
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Happy, healthy hens
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Design a farm machine of the future

























Ask us a question about this page

Once you have submitted your query someone from the team will contact you. If needed, your query will then be passed to the appropriate Customer Service team.












Name *




Membership number *







Telephone number *




Email address *








Enquiry *
You have 0 characters remaining.






Submit




By completing the form with your details on this page, you are agreeing to have this information sent to the NFU for the purposes of contacting you regarding your enquiry. Please take time to read the NFU’s Privacy Policy if you require further information.

This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.
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Turkey Finder
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Sign up to be a Back British Farming supporter
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Cook and eat with British ingredients
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How can I support British farmers?
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Five facts that will make you want to back British farming
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